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Assistance available for Poultry Energy Audits 

Madison County houses about 700 of the estimated 12,000 poultry houses in the state of Georgia, and 

the birds raised in these houses provide over $300 million to the county each year.  One of the greatest 

costs associated with poultry production is related to heating and cooling these houses.  Natural gas is 

used for heating in the winter and electricity is used to power fans and evaporative cooling systems to 

keep birds comfortable during the year.   Much like our personal homes, poultry houses that are older 

can be less energy efficient because of leaks and older equipment.  Even newer houses can have issues 

related to insulation or improperly maintained equipment.  New and properly installed insulation, 

upgraded and maintained fans and cooling pads, and new lighting technology can save farmers large 

amounts of money each year on expensive energy costs.  But despite the money these upgrades 

ultimately save, the large upfront cost of installation is often a hurdle for many producers to overcome. 

To help with this problem, grants provided through the U.S. Department of Agriculture have provided 

assistance to over 200 farms across the state to assist in paying for a portion of the upfront costs of 

upgrades.   A new grant has just recently been awarded that will run through June of 2013 and provide 

opportunities for growers throughout Georgia and here in Madison County to apply for assistance.  In 

order to participate in this opportunity, poultry producers are required to participate in an energy audit 

of their houses to determine potential savings from upgrades.  The University of Georgia College of 

Agriculture and Environmental Sciences has a team of engineers that have already conducted energy 

audits on nearly 1,000 poultry houses, fulfilling the requirement necessary for application to the grant 

and a potential 25% cost assistance on upgrades.  Producers that have already participated in the 

program and moved forward with suggested upgrades are saving an estimated total of $2.7 million 

annually in energy costs.  

Thanks to the new grant provided by USDA through partnership with UGA Cooperative Extension and 

Resource Conservation and Development Councils, about 50 more farms will have the opportunity to 

receive an energy audit and apply for the energy assistance grant.  The energy audit itself involves a visit 

by faculty from UGA Cooperative Extension and the total cost of the audit is $100 which is much less 

than what would be required for a private energy audit.  Not everyone who completes an energy audit 

decides to move forward in the grant application process, but the recommended energy upgrades 

would pay for themselves regardless of grant assistance.  The audit results in an inventory of suggested 

upgrades and the amount of energy each upgrade would save.  To move forward with the grant 

application, producers must specify which upgrades they wish to implement before receiving the 

money. 



 

Those interested in participating in the energy assistance program should contact the Madison County 

Extension Office at 706-795-2281. 


